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Latest Results
C Grade

A Grade
Golden Grove
SMOSH West Lakes

20

14

134

4

6

30

SMOSH West Lakes

20

14

134

1

1

7

Golden Grove

9

12

66

SMOSH West Lakes

6

11

47

SMOSH West Lakes

D Grade

B Grade
Golden Grove

Golden Grove

18

11

119

7

6

48

Women

Under 18 Men

Golden Grove

1

1

7

Golden Grove

1

5

11

Strathalbyn

13

5

83

Flinders Park

20

7

127

Under 18 Women - No game

Club News
Shower upgrades

Benches

Shower upgrades are commencing 22 May.

Thanks to our great sponsors Weldmet and
Distinctive Aluminium for their latest donations
of benches located under the verandah.

Look out for upgrades to the changing room
showers to unisex cubicles thanks to grants
from ORS and SANFL.
Mother’s Day Raffle
Congratulations to Ryan England for winning
the Mother’s Day raffle!

Under 6 Gold
I’m not sure if the mums had spoken to the kids in the lead up
to the game and requested a mother’s day cracking effort but it
was definitely provided by our U6 Gold Superstars this week.
Our midfield in the opening term was definitely on song, not
only winning most of the taps but also being first to the ball after it had been knocked to the ground. William Murname was
involved in many of these midfield contests and it was great to
see him getting amongst it and the subsequent smile on his
face as he enjoyed his footy. Noah Bache definitely had his
game face on and after a couple of quiet weeks returned to his
pre-season carnival form and was unstoppable at any ground
contest winning the ball on every occasion and driving it into
our forward line.
Our midfield dominance was capitalised on with the ball then
being delivered into our forward line and Kooper Riley and
Liam Inglis both slotting two goals each for the quarter along
with Brodie Jarvis, who also finished off a fantastic bit of team
work with another goal for the team after receiving a handball
from Liam who took it upon himself to include his teammate in
what was a goal fest.
The mood was great at quarter time and carried on into the second quarter with what was to be the best half of football that we have seen this season. This may not have been reflected on the score board in the second term but
seeing some of the normally quiet kids getting involved with some of the passages of play and players taking on the
game, having a go with a run and a bounce of the footy and then actively looking for a target down the ground was
great to see.
With the game being somewhat one sided in the first half we shuffled the team sheet around a bit to help engage
our backline more into the game and also put a couple of our normally quieter players into the spotlight. This was
beneficial on a number of levels and also highlighted a couple of areas in need of improvement with a couple of occasions where two Kookaburras were battling for the same football with not a single Salisbury North player at the
contest. This was mentioned at training a couple of weeks ago and the kids were told to look out for the Kookaburra
socks, shorts or guernsey in order to ascertain who was involved in the contest when at ground level when their
eyes were focused down or better yet use their voice to let their teammate know that they were going in for the
footy. It was great to see little Samuel Switala take this on board after being involved with a tussle with a teammate
over a footy but with the very next contest realising he was about to go in for a ball that was already being won by
another Kookaburra and opted to pull out of the contest and be an option for the player who had the ball.
The kids finished off the last quarter on a high with one of our small brigade in Koby Cummings running with the ball
having a touch on the ground and then running towards goals. After being cheered on by what seemed to be everybody on the sideline got a little disorientated and headed towards the point post for his kick before quickly recalibrating his footy GPS and slotting the ball between the big posts!
As a coach it was great to be able to have trust in the kids to actively go in for the contested ball and in most instances come away with it as this allowed for a bit more focus to be put on setting up some defensive rebound lines
or working with the forward line to help them analyse the play and work out where the ball is likely to go next so that
they can be proactive in their attack on the footy and be in the right place at the right time to help them to get their
hands on the ball.
A great effort from our U6 Golden Superstars today but………
if I had to point out one area in need of improvement it would
unfortunately be with our post game club song. The kids were
fantastic but unfortunately the adults that were asked to join in
with the team circle for the song as part of the Mother’s Day
recognition didn’t seem to have the same gusto as the U6
playing group. After having a quick look around the circle I
noticed a few parents possibly lip syncing the song so it looks
like the kids will need to do some work with them at home with
our post game celebration chant! Go Burras
Kooper Riley 2.0, Liam Inglis 2.0, Brodie Jarvis 2.0, Noah
Bache 1.0, Koby Cummings 1.0, Mason Smart 0.1

Under 7 Green
The Green Kookies were off to Salisbury Downs tonight, with a fresh, calm night
the scene for a great game of footy. The end result was something like 9 goals to
6, our way, but the game was played in patches of control and it was tough for
either side to break momentum.
Thomas was captain tonight after Alexander pulled out late due to illness. The
Kookies kicked off in a big way with Annelise kicking 3 first quarter goals, but this
was really the result of some hard ball wins from our commitment to get the footy
first. Caillin was smashing at the contest, Brodie spread far and wide and created
lots of run, Jarvis was constantly on his own and Tucky was tracking everything
down and winning most one-on-ones.
Than copped some rough treatment as his coach headbutted him trying to avoid a
low kick, but he was good enough to recover, and get a mark soon after and a
nice goal, as did Jacob Day, kicking truly after making space in the middle of the
forward third.
Hayden kicked a cracking goal, and did the team thing and passed to Cooper – a new player to the club, who went
on and kicked a great goal for the team. Thomas was able to get a nice hard ball, as was Mason Easter a few times
when it was his turn. Annelise passed nicely to William for a pass and a nice passage of play.
All in all, the most pleasing aspect of tonight’s game was the sharing, with passages of play of Chelsea to Jarvis to
Annelise, to Ethan to Brodie; we are starting to look for options and reward players who make space. Also, our
manning up is starting to work really well, with Salisbury struggling to find options when they had control. Another
great game Green Kookies!!

Under 7 Gold
Our Under 7 Gold team played our Blue team on a Friday night under lights
and it is fair to say that all the Kookaburras were the winners on that night.
The highlight of the night was when both teams came together and belted
out the club song as one big united group.
The Gold team continue to share the ball around and hit targets. Everything
they worked on in practise was seen through their determination and drive to
run after the ball and some fabulous marking skills.
Noah Archer was the Captain of the team this week and he encouraged the
team throughout the game. Brady Borgas, Cailan Rachwal and Tyler Graham hit the score board early with some fantastic goals. Henry Brown took 6
marks for the game and hit targets when kicking the ball. Declan Kells defensive game was outstanding as he worked hard to keep the other team from
scoring and Mitchell Weaving always ensures that his kicking is accurate
whether it be lining up for goal or hitting a team member.
Luke Schulz continues to have great games this year as he is involved in every game and has kicked many goals
for the season whilst Owen Doyle has shown what a great pick up he is as he always makes the correct decision
with the ball whether it be by hand or foot.
All the boys shared in a pizza tea after the game and it was evident that the boys are interacting well and clearly
love their footy. A good night for the Kookaburras.

Under 8 Blue
Round 3 saw U8 Blue return to Harpers Field to play local rivals Modbury White on Mother’s Day. We were again
blessed with almost perfect weather, with Harpers Field in perfect condition. Numbers were down slightly with a few
unavailable however it was great to see Rylie return from injury to play his first game for the season. Callum was
our captain for the day, although Modbury won the toss and chose to kick to the Southern end, the conditions were
perfect with no advantage to either end. After a good training session during the week, the boys certainly seemed
excited and ready to play. Modbury’s numbers weren’t as strong which meant one of our boys each quarter would
be donning a Hawks jumper and lining up against their normal team mates.

The main focus areas for the game were: Being accountable and to apply pressure when defending, smart kicks
and team work.
Modbury started the game well winning a several clean
possessions out of the middle which meant the boys in
defence were kept busy. Lochy and Patrick were particularly busy creating run out of defence. As the first quarter
went on our consistent pressure and attack on the ball
from Jamison, Sam and Callum saw us win more clean
possessions and move the ball forward. In the forward
line, Louis started very well taking numerous marks and
having several shots for goal, Austyn and Blake were also very busy. Jackson was closely marked for the quarter
by fellow U8 Blue player Harry who was filling in for Modbury. It was great to see two good mates niggle each other
and have fun playing footy. As the first quarter came to an end, the U8 Blue boys came together for a quick drink
and changes to the team. The break also gave the coaching staff an opportunity to highlight some great pressure
attacks across the field which resulted in us winning/turning the ball over.
The second quarter commenced with the boys in the midfield winning plenty of the ball to move the ball deep into
our forward line with a number of long kicks. In the forward line, Patrick was able to win multiple possessions and
kept the goal umpire busy. Rylie and Brady were busy involved in a multiple pressure acts which resulted in turnovers. Down the other end of the oval in defence, Cameron was playing great defensive footy which included several
strong marks. The half time siren sounded which gave everyone and chance to have a quick drink and enjoy an
orange.
As the break was nearing the end, the rotations were completed and the boys headed out to play with a strong
home crowd cheering them on. The break and oranges certainly gave the boys some extra energy as the pressure
across the oval was amazing. In the middle Lochy, Asher and Ryan were playing great team footy with all involved
in moving the ball into our forward line. Jamison and Austyn were busy ensuring that the ball was kept in the forward line, whilst Cameron was able to win possession and kick a goal. Down the other end of the field the defence
was playing great footy with Sam, Joshua and Blake all involved in applying intense pressure to win possession.
The siren sounded to bring the 3rd quarter to an end, this gave all involved a quick opportunity to grab a drink and
recharge for the last quarter.
The last quarter commenced with considerable pressure from the midfield with Rylie, Jamison and Sam all busy
early. The hard work from the midfield resulted in the ball moving into the forward line with relative ease. In the forward line, Harry started well winning possession and then kicking a great goal. Jacob and Louis were applying great
pressure to ensure the ball stayed in the forward line. Blake was able to win possession and force his way through a
number of Modbury defenders to score a goal. Down the other end of the field the boys in defence were playing
great footy. Lochy and Brady applied amazing pressure to stop an almost certain goal. Another highlight late in the
quarter was Ryan’s telling mark right on the goal line to save a certain goal. As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the club song.
Today, we played a well another well experienced team and it was great to see that we weren’t drawn into being
involved in some non-football behaviour that unfortunately occurred, I was proud that the Golden Grove boys again
came with enthusiasm and never give up attitude for the entire game. The improvement in entire group has been
amazing with this game clearly being our best game as a team for the season.
I would like to again thank all that assisted with the game in particular Mark, Daniel and Shannon who assisted with
marshalling and motivating the boys. Next week, will see us on the road to play Elizabeth on Sunday. GO BURRAS!

Under 9 Green
Round 3, Mother’s Day, saw us venture back to Walkerville’s second oval for an 11am start. All the Mums must
have been happy that we could organise them a sleep in.
After a bad outing in front of the goals last week we spent a heap of time practicing our goal kicking at training on
Tuesday night.
The sun was shining on gameday and you couldn’t have asked for a better morning. You could smell the freshly cut
grass in the air. The conditions were perfect.
The boys started to arrive from about 10:15 and were getting their skills tuned up for the matchup against Walkerville. It’s noticeable how the group have been getting themselves organised for the warmup. This is a good sign that
they will be switched on and ready to play.
As it happens most weeks, I wasn’t sure what the opposition was going to be like. Adam Peck and I looked over at
our opponents during their warmup, and they looked dangerous. They had 2 kids that towered over Carter. I thought
they looked older than Under 9s at first, but when I saw them having a shave before the game I was pretty sure. In
all seriousness though, Adam and I did a bit of rejigging of the first quarter team to ensure we set ourselves up with
a good shot.
The first quarter was tough, really tough! Both teams came to play. Our mids were strong at the ball, our forwards
were presenting well and our backline were really solid. Walkerville matched us in all areas, which we expected and
after about 6-7 minutes they got one over the top and got the first goal on the board. How were the boys going to
react to this? Bang!! The ball was cleared by our mids and little Ozzi took a mark about 15 metres out directly in
front. I was confident he would slot his 1st goal of the season as his kicking was looking great in warmup. My confidence was on the money, his kick never looked like missing. We had responded quickly, which was great. Brodie
put his head over the ball in the first quarter and was right on his distance for a goal, but he couldn’t quite get
enough purchase on it.
At quarter time we spoke about how this game was going to take a four quarter effort. We spoke about getting first
to the ball and watching our tackles as the umpire didn’t hesitate in penalizing the tackler if he took the player to the
ground. We were switched on, what we were doing wrong last week seemed to be rectified so far. The boys had the
eye of the tiger and they wanted to win.
The second quarter we were under a heap of pressure. Walkerville were sending the ball forward as much as we
were. Hudson was a real general back there and stopped a lot of scoring opportunities. Our whole midfield and
backs defended really well during the quarter.
We took a slight lead into halftime, the boys were still focused and just wanted to get the job done for the Mums.

In the third quarter our mids were on top from the very start. Hudson and Kian got some great clearances. Trae and
Hunter got their hands on a few ground balls and Tyler used his height and got his hand on the tap on a couple of
occasions. With a broken boot which was strapped up with medical tape, Carter kicked 3 excellent goals which
helped us stamp our authority on the game.
During this quarter our teamwork was really starting to show. Jake Eime was looking slick with his passing. Blake,
Oli and Jake Harris really stood up in defence against Walkerville’s tall timber and our first year player Ryder was
starting to get involved.
As we took our final drink for the game we knew we were on top, but Walkerville were showing that they could be
dangerous. We took a 2 goal lead in, but telling the group it was only 1 might make them hungrier.
Quarter 4 was similar to the rest of the game. Blake and Kian put through a goal each to put Walkerville out of reach
and then in the last minute Oli slotted through his first goal of the season.
I was very proud of the boys today. They all played well and each did something good whether it was a tackle, put
their head over the ball and got a free kick or kicked a goal.
Good to see – Brodie and Jordy putting their head over the ball and earning free kicks in front of goal. Riley having
an excellent third quarter and getting multiple touches and finally Jake Harris showing courage at every contest,
especially in the last quarter when the game needed to be won, this kid is not afraid of anything!
As always, we’ve got lots to improve on. Using efficient handball will be a focus this Tuesday night as half the time
we look like we’re playing rugby, bashing and crashing through the packs. I think we’ll kick bigger scores when we
start getting the ball out to the running players. Until next week.

Under 10 Blue
This week, on Mother's Day, Golden Grove U10 Blue made the trip down to Salisbury.
The boys were asked to respond well from the previous week. We did plenty of competitive, one on one exercises
during training on Tuesday night. Most importantly we wanted to impart some honour and pride into the guernsey
we pull on. And boy, did they they deliver!!
Captain Josh lead from the front, at the first bounce. But he wasn't alone. He had 17 other team-mates wanting to
make a difference and have a influence on the game.
These Burras were hungry. Attacking the footy, immense tackling pressure on the ball carrier. The work rate was
there. Filtering back to defend, spreading to attack. Brodie sprinting past two of his team-mates to lay a ripper of a
tackle, for a holding the ball decision. James, not to be outdone, running in from 10m away to lay a crunching tackle
of his own. I reckon everyone in the side laid a tackle today.
Jayden Richardson and Tom running the ball out of defence, time and time again. Matty and Mitch with their head
over the footy and applying second and third efforts. I am proud of all 18 players today. Many playing their best
game of the season.
I like to think they did that one for the mums! Well done boys.

Under 10 Green
This week was our first real test for the season and with a
couple of our players out due to injury and other commitments, it was going to be a challenge for the boys.
In previous years Modbury have been a challenge as they
set up really well and work hard and don’t give an inch. The
first five minutes of the first quarter this again proved to be
the case, our boys worked really hard but neither team were
able to get it out of the middle area of the ground.
Eventually we managed to break through and score a point
which was followed by a few more and then a goal by the
end of the quarter.
The second and third quarter were very similar, neither team wanted to give an inch. With the big oval we tried at
times to use the space and kicked to our teammates advantage, which created some really good passages of play
as we worked the ball up the field.
As we only had 17 players for the game the boys worked tirelessly in the heat and managed to put on 3 more goals
to Modbury’s 1.
In the last quarter the game really opened up. Unfortunately as in previous games, we as a team started to chase
kicks a little too much and we failed to fill in the space and pick up a few players which meant at times we were
chasing the opposition with the ball. But our backline stood up really well with Indy and Louis playing a fantastic
game denying Modbury any chance of scoring.
We managed another goal in the last quarter which brought us up to 5 goals for the game and a heap of points to
Modbury’s 1.

Some really great individual efforts by some of the boys, Blake in the forward line took some really nice marks.
Zach, Ben and Caleb worked really well together in the middle and with a cameo from Harley in the centre finished
off the last quarter.
A special mention to Jace who in the last quarter made at least 5 ferocious tackles in the middle, I think the opposition were wary of going near the ball by the last quarter knowing he was about to pounce.
Overall a great team effort and we are now really looking forward to our next big challenge being Golden Grove
Gold this Friday night. Go Green Machine.

Under 11 Red
Round 1: After a tough pre-season we finally got to play our first match
together vs Modbury at Harpers Field. It had been an emotional couple of
weeks for Alex Pengilly but the opportunity to run out on the field as captain
and lead from the front was inspirational.
The first quarter started with the Kookaburra’s winning the ball and having
the majority of the play down our end. Having the breeze in the first quarter
we knew that we were going to have to make the most of it, but unfortunately we only managed 1 point. Our tackling was excellent throughout the
match, but lack of manning up in defence gave Modbury the opportunity to
kick 3 goals 2 points in the second quarter with the breeze. The third quarter was very similar to the first we continued to have the ball down our end,
but we struggled to open up our forward line which in turn meant that we
didn’t score. But our defence was better and Modbury were unable to score
as well.
It was great to see that the never say die attitude from the boys was clearly
on display and even though we were playing into the wind outscored Modbury, 1 goal 2 to 1 goal in the last quarter. The boys were starting to string
some good footy together, but unfortunately it wasn’t enough to get us
across the line.
Final Scores
Modbury 4.2.26
Golden Grove 1.3.9
Goals: Tyson Hartmann 1

Overall the match clearly showed the areas we are strong and the areas we need to improve and I am sure that it
won’t be long until we gel as a team and we start playing very strong football together.
Round 3: This week we played Walkerville at Gaza Oval and it was always going to be an important match.
Playing for our Mothers on Mother’s Day was certainly a big incentive for the day. It was great to see all of the parent support on the day, particularly Corey Durdin (Tyson’s brother) who help setup and run our warmup drill and
also ran water all day to make sure the boys were getting water in what was a fairly warm afternoon. Thanks Corey!
Declan Braybrook led the team as captain with Xander Mossop as Vice-Captain, the boys didn’t win the toss on this
occasion, but their determination to win the game on the day stood out. The game started with Harrison Lawlor and
Marin Barlow winning the ball out of the centre regularly getting the ball forward, but credit to Walkerville saw them
rebound nicely creating scoreboard pressure early with 2 goals 2 points. Marin and Harrison both played outstanding football all day both kicking goals during the day. We knew that we had to get some scores on the board and it
was Brodie Leisavnieks and Danyle Dobie that got the first scores on the board. Brodie particularly played a key
role in the third quarter winning the tap and getting the ball to our on ballers while Danyle Dobie ran hard during the
first half keeping us in the match. Danyle had to leave at half time to play in the state basketball championship
grand final. Lachlan Giles started the match in the ruck and it was half way through the first quarter that Lachy was
hit hard from behind coming off the ground to recover. It was Lachy’s sheer determination to get back on the oval in
the second quarter that saw him not only get back on the oval but step up his game further to help his mate try and
get across the line.
The second quarter was just as tough a contest as the first quarter with both teams not scoring. We had recognised
that we need to improve our defensive game and it was Josh Richter and Michael Tarzia who showed the importance of manning up and playing a selfless game to ensure that Walkerville would not score. Tom Stevens and
Talan Cooper stood tall all day, both players desperation to get into the right position was outstanding and Tom’s
tackling on the day was brilliant! Well done Tom and Talan! Half time came quickly and we were down by 2 goals,

we set ourselves a goal to kick at least 2-3 goals in the third
quarter to bring us level with Walkerville. The determination in
the boy’s eyes was excellent and it there was some brilliant passages of play that allowed us to take the lead.
Tyson Hartmann was excellent and owned the third quarter running of the half forward flank, we knew we need to get in front in
the forward line and Tyson not only got in front of his player, but
left them for dead kicking 2 great goals. Tyson Durdin playing in
the centre dominated getting the centre clearance and show real pause to hit a team mate on the chest on every
occasion. But it was Kalan Weaving that really turned the game with his relentless defence hitting the ball hard and
clearing the ball to the forward line. On one occasion Kalan busted through a pack of three Walkerville players and
kicked the ball straight to Jackson Ray who took an awesome mark and feeling the pressure of the most important
kick of his life slotted it through. Both Jakson and Kalan played exceptional football. Well done boys!

Although we had the lead we knew that the fourth quarter was not going to be easy. Kaya Allan, Alex Pengilly and
Sam Rudd were working hard using their pace attacking the ball hard, it was critical that we did not give up the ball
easily and when all players were asked to make sure they held the ball in the forward line, both players stood up.
Their ability to hold the ball in and force a ball up held us in the game.
We made a mention in the 3 quarter time break that we needed to remain calm and it was Jai Arnold who took a
couple of great marks in the final passages of play. It was great to see Jai remain calm and took his time hitting another Burra’s player on the chest. Great game Jai! The pressure remained high and although Walkerville had two
scoring shots our pressure was outstanding. It was when Walkerville was making good ground forward looking dangerous that Daniel Hewitt slotted in front of the opposition stealing a certain mark from his opponent allowing us to
drive the ball deep forward. Daniel also made a couple of desperate tackles during the match that let Walkerville
know how serious we were. Great game Daniel!
But it really was our Captain Declan and Vice-Captain Xander who got us across the line their desperation on the
last line of defence was outstanding. On one occasion Walkerville looked like scoring a certain goal when Declan
laid an outstanding tackle and Xander swooped through picking up the ball running his distance and clearing the
ball forward.
What a great win to get our season kicked off! And the win was even sweeter when all the Mothers joined to circle
to sing the club song loud and proud.
Final Scores
Golden Grove 5.3.33
Walkerville 2.4.16
Goals: Tyson Hartmann 2, Marin Barlow 1, Harrison Lawlor 1, Jackson Ray 1

Under 16
Congratulations to Jack McClounan who played his 150th game on the weekend.
We won the game! This is the first win for this group of boys since the Preliminary Final in 2015 - fantastic effort!
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